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Blessed Feast to you all!
Are you a man or woman of principle? Do you have standards, personal and professional? If you make
promises or commitments, do you keep them? Can family and friends rely on you, or do they despair of asking
because you are unreliable and uncaring? If those closest to you cannot depend on you, what hope do the
needy persons of the locality, country or world have? And if your concept of commitment to family and work
is weak, what about any promises made to God and in the practice of religion? Were the solemn words uttered
at Baptism, Confirmation and Marriage: ‘I do’ truly sincere or were they a token nod in the direction of God,
not to be taken seriously. And then, what about the promise you made when admitted to the Order of the
Collar? The fact is most people say what they do in order to get what they want. This is not worthy of a
Christian, or of a Knight or Dame. So, do you have principles, standards, that you strive to live up to? Weak
human beings as we all are, we have good days and bad days, successes and failures, but God’s grace enables
us to fulfil, to grow, to achieve, and not to be hypocrites!
Whistle-blowers aren’t the most popular of people because they look at the claims we make, and they underline
our careless failing to live up to who we claim to be. Whether in politics or in business or even private life,
wherever we fail to live up to the promises we have made and duties we have undertaken, the whistle-blower
takes us to task and shakes us by the shoulders to wake us up, to get us back on the right track, and say ‘Come
on, you can do better than this, can’t you’.
Sometimes the whistle doesn’t have to be blown. Sometimes we can be exposed and challenged by the perfect
good example from an unexpected quarter. Perhaps St. Theresa of Calcutta was one such person, urging us
to ‘bloom where you are planted and to ‘do something beautiful for God’ every day. Perhaps it could be the
elderly old biddy who rattles her cans on street corners collecting for the Salvation Army or selling Poppies
for Remembrance Day. Regardless of inclement weather or the scorn of passers- by,
they opt to do something to help to make a difference. Those with greater resources could do
more, surely? All they have to do is open their eyes and appreciate the real need. Such
needs are on their doorstep, as well as far away…(continued overleaf)
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As members of the Order of the Collar of St. Agatha, we must be challenged by the whistle-blowing and
challenging stance of the Martyr of Catania. In a brutal age when womankind was suppressed, she had
standards, principles, and she made a strong stand. She challenged to evil atrocities and the anti-religious
line of the State. She chose her God, Jesus Christ, above all else, and for that she is remembered and honoured
to this very day…. But all those who sought to ridicule, abuse and destroy her are forgotten. Agatha impressed
others and stirred and deepened their own living of the Faith: St. Lucy of Syracuse, for example. And Agatha
was not alone: the Canon of the Mass refers to kindred spirits, the women saints and martyrs Felicity,
Perpetua, Agatha, Lucy, Agnes, Cecilia, Anastasia. ‘Martyr’ means ‘Witness’, so give witness yourself.
Don’t be a Fake Person. The world needs more, expects more of you. So does your family. So do your friends.
So do work colleagues and those with no-one else to turn to. Our annual visit to Catania to join D. Francesco
and Da Pina for the celebrations in honour of St. Agatha will not take place this year due to the pandemic.
Nonetheless, examine your conscience and put standards and principles in place.
God bless you. Let us pray for each other.

Fr Thomas Regan OSB
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Live-streamed Masses
On the 5th February live streamed Masses of the Feast of Saint Agatha should include as below celebrated by
some of our chaplains:

St Alban’s on the Moor, Cardiff (Fr Sebastian Jones): Sung Mass at 07:30 & 09:30 GMT (UTC)
Links: 07:30: https://youtu.be/nxgZ68jdJ7o, 09:30 https://youtu.be/Q37qFWPEh6M
St Michael’s, Newport (Frs Michael Doyle & Robert James): Mass at 10:00 GMT (UTC)
Link: https://youtu.be/XEy_L2sDOHs

Cathedral Basilica of St Agatha, Catania (Archbishop of Catania): Pontifical Mass at 10:00 CET (UTC+1)
Streaming via Archdiocesan Social Media: YouTube, Facebook

The Saint’s Life
Saint Agatha was a 3rd century virgin martyr of Catania whose feast day is the 5th February. A beautiful girl
of noble lineage, who had consecrated her body and soul to the Saviour, Agatha is said to have been brought
to the palace of Quintinianus the Roman Governor of Sicily, who had heard of her physical perfection. In spite
of every temptation Agatha refused to deny Christ and was steadfast in her avowal that she belonged to her
Heavenly Bridegroom. In his rage the Governor subjected her to the cruelest of tortures, her breasts were torn
off with shears, she was placed on the rack and finally thrown into a furnace, but an earthquake intervened.
Agatha believed that death would be a happy release, taking her out of the reach of her tormentors. They
carried her broken body back to her prison, while she prayed for release. Her wounds were healed during the
night by Saint Peter and an angel, but her pain was such that she prayed for death and her desire was granted.
Shortly thereafter Catania was threatened by lava flowing down the erupting Mount Etna. In fear people
hurried to the tomb of Saint Agatha and took out the veil, which had formed part of her grave clothes. This
sacred relic was carried on a lance to confront the advancing menace, which turned aside, thus saving the
town. It is said that many of those present, in witness to the miracle, thereupon became Christians.

Carlo Dolci – Saint Agatha, oil on canvas, ca. 1665-70
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Historic Programme
There are in fact two Feasts of St Agatha every year, one in February at the date of her martyrdom as is normal
and the other in August to commemorate the return of her relics to Catania in 1126 after they had been removed
to enhance the imperial capital Constantinople.
It was on the 4th February 1519 that the relics were carried throughout the city in procession for the first time.
In 1522 don Alvaro Paternò – an ancestor of our Grand Master – the mayor of the city drew up the Liber
Cerimoniarum (Book of Ceremonies) which goes into every detail of the Feast such as we still know it to this
day.
The first day of celebration every year, the 3rd of February, begins with the long and solemn midday (–ish!!
as well we know) procession for
"the offering of wax" which civil,
religious and military authorities
and the orders of knights attend –
particularly the MOC, often the
largest contingent in the
procession. The mayor and city
counsellors ride in two 18th
century coaches. Presided by the
Archbishop the procession leaves
the Church of St. Agata of the
Furnace and heads to the
Cathedral, cutting through two
lines of a huge crowd where the
Te Deum is sung. Eleven "candelore" (large candle-shaped
structures), representing the guilds bring up the rear.

In the evening in front of the cathedral there is a spectacular
firework display followed by a concert. Customarily we
watch the fireworks from the terrace of the palace of the
Princes Paternò di Biscari.

That night is spent sleepless by
thousands of Catanians, who
jam-pack the Cathedral at dawn
in
a
strongly
emotional
atmosphere, for a first meeting
with "their" Saint. The day begins
with the "Mass of dawn"
followed by the opening of the
gates of St. Agatha's chapel.
Three keys, owned by different
people, are necessary to open the
gate which gives access to the
relics and to the valuable treasure
of St. Agatha.
(Continued overleaf)
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The relics are contained in a silver casket and in a
bust. The treasure is composed also by precious
jewelry including the crown donated by Richard the
Lionheart. At the beginning of the Mass St. Agatha's
reliquaries are placed by the high altar but at the end
of the turbulent Mass they are carried out to the
silver ‘vara’ by devotees wearing the ‘sacco’ (a
white alb): the relic bust, covered up with jewels
bestowed by sovereigns and celebrities and include
the MOC Grand Collar and the silver chest
containing other relics and documents, a gift of the
Paternò family whose coat of arms figures on it
alongside that of the city.

The exit of the relics from the cathedral is celebrated
by the waving of white handkerchiefs and the
explosion of fireworks. Then, the procession begins.
The devout wear traditional clothes: a white sackcloth, black beret and white gloves. The carriage, named
‘fercolo’ or ‘vara’ is embellished by red carnations (the next day they will be white). The carriage with the
relics is drawn through the streets of the outer city by hundreds of faithful, passing close to via Biscari, where
St. Agatha supposedly was born. The procession halts briefly outside the prison where St Agatha was held.
The procession continues through the night. As it enters each new parish mortars are fired to celebrate, so
sleep is often interrupted. At dawn the relics re-enter the Cathedral ready for the Mass which will be celebrated
by the cardinal Legate sent by the Pope in the presence of the collected bishops of Sicily – and thousands of
faithful while thousands more pack the square outside.

In the late afternoon the last procession begins climbing Catania's main street, via Etnea. The highlights of
this procession are the passage at the St. Agatha al Borgo church with fireworks and the climbing of via San
Giuliano as a very difficult moment because it is a steep street and the carriage with St. Agatha’s relics carried
by the devout is very heavy. In the event of rain, the procession is re-routed because of the danger.
Again, the procession continues through the night. The relics return to the cathedral in the
morning on 6th February.
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Candelore
The candelore are giant candles inside elaborate mounts which are a tradition of the feast of St. Agatha in
Catania. The candelore go before the silver carriage of St. Agatha during the procession. In the past the
candelore were used to illuminate the streets. They are carried by the traditional craftsmen guilds (gardeners,
grocers, bakers, fishmongers etc.). Each candelora has a traditional position during the procession and an own
particular decoration in different artistic styles. Each has also its own music and walking style and popular
names like ‘bersagliera’ or ‘mamma’.

Food
The legend is that Saint Agatha was very beautiful, of a noble family of Catania, who refused the advances of
Quintinianus, the Roma governor, who wanted her to abandon her religion. She was martyred and her torture
included her breasts being ripped off. These little cakes (virgin’s breasts) were deemed in ancient times to
bring good luck. They are a small cake in the shape and size of a breast, filled with sweet ricotta, sugar,
chocolate and candied fruit. Once cooked they are iced, a candied cherry goes on top to complete the
appearance of a breast.
The other food legend is that when St Agatha was being dragged through the streets by her torturers the
strength failed her to proceed yet when passing an olive tree, it miraculously brought forth fruit, totally out of
season. Today’s little olives are made of almond paste so good to restore energy!

Giuseppina Campisi Paternò Castello
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Awards
It is customary on the Feast of Saint Agatha to announce honours and awards made to persons who have given
conspicuous service to the House of Aragon and its institutions. This year’s awards are as follows:

Military Order of the Collar of Saint Agatha of Paterno - Militaire Ordine del Collare di Sant’Agata dei Paternò
H.E. Baron Don Mario Asti di Castelbuono MJ MOC – Grand Cross
H.E. Baron Don Fernando Dalla Mora di Porto Cristo MJ MOC – Grand Cross
H.E. Baron Don Pietro Peresson di Manacor MJ MOC – Grand Cross
H.E. Ambassador Don Svetoslav Spassov MJ MOC – Grand Cross
H.E. Baron Don Ermanno Zennaro di Calamonaci MJ MOC – Grand Cross
H.E. Baron Don Elio Serra di Menfi MJ GC MOC – Grand Cross with Collar
His Beatitude Don Stefan Veljanovski GC MOC – Grand Cross with Collar

The Order of San Salvador of Aragon – Ordine di San Salvatore d’Aragona
Don Dimitar Abadjiev MOC – Knight
Don Christoph Georg Bandyk MOC – Knight
Ill’mo Don Borislav Borisov MJ MOC – Knight
Don Clemens Foisner MOC – Knight
Ill’mo Don Dennis Fremuth MJ MOC – Knight
N.D. Donna Kristina Fremuth MOC – Dame
Donna Milica Gjekik MOC – Dame
Don Robert Hanreich MOC – Knight
Don Thomas Hofer MOC – Knight
Donna Sabina Irisholm MOC – Dame
Don Valentin Yul Kamratowski MOC – Knight
Don Gerhard Lahner MOC – Knight
Don Ivan Mirinski MOC – Knight
Don Ralf Joachim Mumm MOC – Knight
Don Matthias Schiffer MOC – Knight
Don Thomas Vitek MOC – Knight
Don Bo Yxe MOC – Knight
Don Roberto Marco Cappelli MOC – Commander
N.D. Donna Atilde Pasini Fabbri – Commander
Ill’mo Don Francesco Logoteta MJ MOC – Commander
Donna Gina Zancato Pavanello MOC – Commander
Don Vasil Slanchev MOC – Commander
Ill’mo Don Patrick Smalley MJ MOC – Commander
Ill’mo Don James Yeoman MJ MOC – Commander
Don Lucio Vogrig MOC – Commander
H.E. Don Deglan Holland MJ MOC, Baron of Eraclea – Grand Officer

Awards are continued overleaf.
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The Order of the Royal Balearic Crown – Ordine della Real Corona Balearica
Ill’mo Don Pier Paulo Santagata MJ MOC – Commander
H.E. Baron Anders Bager GC MOC – Grand Officer
Ill’mo Don Ivelin Borisov MJ MOC – Grand Officer
H.E. Baron Oliver Braun di Giardinello GC MOC – Grand Officer
Don Alexander Nishkov MOC – Grand Officer
Ill’mo Don Iliya Ganev MJ MOC – Grand Officer
H.E. Baron Peter Kahlhofer di Borgetto GC MOC – Grand Officer
H.E. Baron Anton Karayanev MJ MOC – Grand Officer
Ill’mo Don Radko Radovski MJ MOC – Grand Officer
Ecc’mo Baron Andreas Schoberwalter di Grisi Coll. MOC – Grand Officer
H.E. Don Anton Stankov GC MOC – Grand Officer
H.E. Count Boris Todoroff di Sampieri GC MOC – Grand Officer

The Royal Order James I of Aragon – Ordine Real di Giacomo I d’Aragona
Ill’mo Don Luca Tacchetto MJ MOC - Commander

Have You Been There?
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Many of you have been to Saint Agatha’s Chapel in the Cathedral – whose lighting was recently replaced by
the MOC, but in fact it was only built several centuries after Saint Agatha’s when her relics were removed
there.
At the top of the hill which dominates Catania is the
church of Sant’Agata la Vetere (“old Saint Agatha’s”), the
former cathedral destroyed many times by earthquakes,
dating originally from the 4th century. It was here that
Richard the Lionheart venerated the Saint, on his way to
the Crusades, while her remains still lay in a recycled
Byzantine sarcophagus.

Down the hill is the small church of Sant’Agata al
Carcere (“of the prison”) to which Saint Agatha was
taken to die after her torture and where she was
succoured by St Peter.
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Further down the hill of the church of Sant’Agata al Fornace (“of the Furnace”)
the site of Saint Agatha’s torture and from where the annual procession on the
3rd February sets out. The furnace can be visited by the stairs around the altar
in this picture.
When all these three churches were under the common administration of the
Franciscans they had been connected by an underground passage.

Our youngest devoto ever!

Emmett Manente Cornell (grandson of Ann-Marie and Nick
Manente) ready for 2022!

Format
If you are liking the format of this Bulletin you can join me in huge thanks for James Yeoman who gets all
the credit.

Stephen
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